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Smart Home is all the rage—and most products are built for inside the 
home. However, because living shouldn’t be confined to the four walls of 
your home, B-hyve is taking smart outdoors. Welcome to the Smart Yard!

Smart Watering Smart Watering Faucet Watering Leak Detection



We didn’t invent watering, 
but we’ve been at it for 45 
years with a continuous 
stream of innovative products 
for outdoor watering.  

Building on our love for watering 
and the outdoors, we launched 
B-hyve in 2016 to bring smart 
watering to our customers 
with an easy to use, familiar 
sprinkler timer that delivered 
on our legacy of Best-in-
Class irrigation controllers.  

Smart watering in our B-hyve 
sprinkler timers delivers on 
our commitment to save 
consumers water and money, 
while delivering on our pledge 
to improve the world around us 
by only watering when needed, 
and not during the rain.

Now on to the next 
chapter in the story…

Welcome to



CertificationsFeatures Works With

Zones

SWAT

• TOTAL CONTROL—The B-hyve app is fully 
functional for Android, iOS or web devices and gives 
you control wherever you need it. Program your 
timer on the app, at the timer, or let the weather-
based software create a program for you.  

• SMART WATERING—Weather Sense technology 
provides watering based on site conditions such 
as slope, soil type, sun/shade, historical ET and live 
weather feeds. It automatically adjusts your controller 
to deliver the right amount of water to your plants. 

• DURABILITY AND SECURITY—The Orbit B-hyve 
Wi-Fi sprinkler timer comes in a weather-resistant 
case, allowing you to mount your timer indoors or 
outdoors without risk of weather damage and a locking 
cabinet that keeps your timer safe from harm. 

• WATER SAVINGS—Enhance your water savings by using 
B-hyve’s award-winning integrated catch cup feature 
and Orbit B-hyve Catch Cups (Orbit 26250) to save up 
to 50% more water than with traditional controllers.  

B-hyve Smart  
Indoor/Outdoor Sprinkler Timer
6 & 12 Station Models

Smart Watering

Wi-Fi
Indoor/

Outdoor Certified by 

ICC-ES

Welcome to the feature rich original 
smart watering controller in the B-hyve 
lineup.  Building on a 45 year history of 
manufacturing sprinkler timers, this indoor/
outdoor model will handle the most basic 
to the most complex landscapes, and 
keeps you connected to your watering 
from anywhere.  With EPA WaterSense 
and SWAT certifications, it has passed the 
industry’s rigorous water-saving tests and 
has saved users billions of gallons.  B-hyve—a 
smarter way to water your smart yard. 
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57915/57925  | Patent Pending 57946/57950

Item may be eligible for 
rebates in your area



SWAT

Certified by 

ICC-ES

CertificationsFeatures Works With

Zones

• CONTROLS—The B-hyve app is fully functional 
for Android, iOS or web devices and gives 
you control wherever you need it. Program 
your timer on the app, or let the weather-
based software create a program for you.  

• SMART WATERING—Weather Sense technology 
provides watering based on site conditions such 
as slope, soil type, sun/shade, historical ET and live 
weather feeds. It automatically adjusts your controller 
to deliver the right amount of water to your plants. 

• WATER SAVINGS—Enhance your water savings by using 
B-hyve’s award-winning integrated catch cup feature 
and Orbit B-hyve Catch Cups (Orbit 26250) to save up 
to 50% more water than with traditional controllers.  

B-hyve Smart  
Indoor Sprinkler Timer 
4 & 8 Station Models

Smart Watering

Wi-Fi Indoor

At B-hyve we believe saving water 
shouldn’t be so expensive.  The B-hyve 
Indoor Smart Sprinkler Timer provides all 
of the same great app controls and smart 
features from the original, but at even 
smarter prices.  It is EPA WaterSense and 
SWAT certified to deliver water savings 
by watering when plants need it and not 
watering during bad weather.  B-hyve—a 
smarter way to water your smart yard.
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57915/57925  | Patent Pending 57946/57950

Item may be eligible for 
rebates in your area



CertificationsFeatures Works With

Faucet Watering

21004/51005 | Patent Pending 

B-hyve Smart  
Hose Faucet Timer with Hub
• CONTROLS—The B-hyve app is fully functional 

for Android, iOS or web devices and gives 
you control wherever you need it. Program 
your timer on the app, or let the weather-
based software create a program for you.  

• SMART WATERING—Weather Sense technology 
provides watering based on site conditions such 
as slope, soil type, sun/shade, historical ET and live 
weather feeds. It automatically adjusts your controller 
to deliver the right amount of water to your plants.

• KNOW THE FLOW™—The build-in flow meter lets 
you know how much water it takes to water your 
plants, wash your car or fill your pool.  Knowing 
the flow also lets you water by volume.  

• BLUETOOTH MESHING—Uses meshing BLE to allow 
your system to expand beyond the signal strength of 
the B-hyve Hub by passing the signal through other 
B-hyve Hose Faucet Timers.  This is ideal for larger 
properties with multiple timers in different locations.  

• CONNECTIVITY—It can be connected to wifi 
with the B-hyve Hub, or with the 2018 version of 
the B-hyve underground timers.  It can also be 
connected with other B-hyve Hose Faucet Timers 
or as a zone with your underground timer.  

• WATER SAVINGS—Enhance your water savings by using 
B-hyve’s award-winning integrated catch cup feature 
and Orbit B-hyve Catch Cups (Orbit 26250) to save up 
to 50% more water than with traditional controllers.  

The B-hyve Smart Hose Faucet Timer 
combines the smart features of other 
B-hyve timers with the versatility of a hose 
faucet controller, turning any outdoor 
faucet into an app controlled water source.  
With watering that can be programmed 
down to seconds, it can be used for 
hydroponics, to fill ponds or pools and for 
even watering your pets.  This feature-rich 
battery operated timer also has a built in 
flow meter to help you know how much 
water you are using, and can even be set to 
water by volume, not just by time.  B-hyve—a 
smarter way to water your smart yard.  

Expandable
Item may be eligible for 
rebates in your areaFlowmeter Wi-Fi Certified by 

ICC-ES



COMING SOON!COMING SOON!

CertificationsFeatures

Wi-Fi

00000 | Patent Pending 

B-hyve Smart  
Flood Sensor 
• PEACE OF MIND—App alerts you when water is 

detected to help prevent extensive flood damage.  

• AUDIBLE ALARM—If your phone is in another part 
of the home or powered off, the audible alarm will 
also let you know when water has been detected.  

• BLUETOOTH MESHING—Uses meshing BLE to 
allow your system to expand beyond the signal 
strength of the B-hyve Hub by passing the signal 
through other B-hyve Flood Sensors.  This is ideal 
for homes where multiple flood sensors are used.  

• CONNECTIVITY—It can be connected to wifi 
with the B-hyve Hub, or with the 2018 version of 
the B-hyve underground timers.  It can also be 
connected with other B-hyve Hose Faucet Timers 
or as a zone with your underground timer.  

• WATER SAVINGS—Discovering leaks before 
they become catastrophic and go on for days 
are a thing of the past with the B-hyve Flood 
Sensor, saving you water and money.  

Leak Detection

Works With

Water intrusion in the home causes 
extensive damage unless it is caught right 
away.  The B-hyve Flood Sensor offers 
peace of mind and protection by alerting 
your phone immediately when water is 
detected.  It is small enough to fit behind, 
under and around appliances such as 
refrigerators, washing machines, toilets, 
water heaters and more.  It also features 
an audible alarm in case you are away from 
your phone.  The flood sensors can be 
meshed to extend the signal range of your 
B-hyve Hub to more parts of your home and 
can even alert you to freezing temperatures.  
B-hyve – A smarter way to connect.  

Indoor/
Outdoor
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